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INTRODUCTION

Preliminary work in this laboratory has shown that tunneling
characteristics of metal-oxide-metal junctions are essentially
independent of frequency as long as photon energy is less than
the barrier height.

Recent calculations show the effects of

circuit parameters on response of antenna/diode combinations; the
junction capacitance is responsible for roll off in the infrared .
Capacitance reduction requires shrinking junction size, hence the
need for micron and submicron geometries.

Photo emission (over the
0

barrier rather than tunneling) and thermal effects dominate the
response in the visible region . It seems likely that photoemission
is a fast effect and can be used for visible mixing . Calculation
of operating parameters for an infrared ante~ na/diode combination
has been completed . This shows the performance of the receiving
and detecting elements as a function of geometry and dielectric
constants; included is the effect of the strong frequency dependence of the circuit elements . This work will be prepared for
publication . Additional measurementi have been made of the antenna
pattern of a printed antenna/diode.

An unsuccessful search was

conducted for negative resistance in a fine tungsten point on
gold . Low temperature measurements were made on several vacuum
deposited diodes.

Junction characteristics in radiation whose photon

energy is greater than the barrier height were measured and results
were analyzed . A journal article based on this work has been published .

.

Important elements of device merit are junction non-linearity
and negative resistance . These are being demonstrated in small,
high—speed junctions capable of operation in the infrared . The effects
iv
-

_

_

_

may be further enhanced by choice of materials , techniques of
application , and operating temperature.

0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SECTION 1: Techniques for Evaporating Junctions using a
Metal Mask
a. Diodes fabricated by evaporation through a mask
Early in the contract in order to facilitate testing of different
materials and fabrication procedures , we made a number of relatively
*

large area junctions by evaporation through a mask . An etched metal
mask was procured . (See Fig. 1). The design is such that when an
evaporation is made the substrate may be oxidized , then rotated
90

in its holder , without breaking vacuum , and a second evapora-

tion crosses each narrow oxidized metal strip with another equally
thin metal strip, thus simultaneously forming four tunneling barriers.
Work with aluminum—aluminum oxide-lead barriers of about 100( pm)~

area showed that with short oxidation times at relatively low pres-

sures it is possible to achieve oxide thickness under 10 A but that
exposure of the finished product to air increased the barrier resistance an order of magnitude in the first few minutes and ultimately
to values above a megohm . Since this change did not take place in
the va c uu m ,

0

and the metal layer (about 5000 A) overlying the

junction is rather too thick for penetration , it wou ld seem that
the process proceeds from the edges . Even larger area junCtions
also having a few hundred ohms junction resistance , hence thicker
oxide , were relatively stable in the room environment. Additional
work has been done with aluminum as the top metal as well as the
bottom . The same increases in resistance werenoted . When silicon
monoxide was evaporated over the junction before breaking vacuum ,
the increase could be reduced to a few percent per day . It is
likely that even greater stabilization may be achieved either
by varying the thickness of silicon monoxide or depositing it

—2—
from two points to assure covering the exposed edges of the junction ,
which might otherwise be shadowed , or by using a different protective material.
The junctions appear quite non-linear at 0.1 to 0.2 V bias.
A corresponding non-linearity is observed when the junctions are
driven at 10 MHz.

Our calculations indicate that these relatively

large area junctions should exhibit about the same non—linearity
at X-band and that roll-off should not exclude detecting a signal
at 337 pm.

The microwave signal was barely discernable and we

did not see the infrared signal although 10 mw of incident power
was available.

The most likely reason is poor coupling into

the junction . It is well to recall that these junctions are on
the order of 100 square

pm as opposed to 0.1 square

pm , as is

the limit of conventional photolithography .
b.

Dielectric Formation
Much consideration has been given to methods of dielectric

formation since the problems are unique when thicknesses of the
order 10 A are required . As these are less than 10 atom layers
thick and permit eBsentially no pinholes, self-grown oxides (or
possibly nitrides or sulfides) appear to be the most promising
approach . Insulators that are evaporated , sputtered or deposited
in some other way tend to form small islands which grow both in
size and thickness to cover the surface . Such layers inherently
0

have pinholes until their thickness is several hundred A.
c. Oxide Studies
In an effort to understand oxide growth mechanisms and means
of evaluating thickness and perfection of such dielectric layers,

—
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we contacted Perkin Elmer Optical Products Group . They proposed
a program to study oxidation rates using ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis) which should also give help in detecting pinholes too small (<30 A) to see with a field emission

They also proposed to look

source scanning electron microscope .

f or the e f f e c t of a tmospheric exposure to the surfaces and evaluate metal cleaning techniques preparatory to oxidation . They are

prepar ed to evaluate evaporated , and subsequently processed , m e tal
to d e term ine the thickness , uniformity an d composi tion of th e

barrier in our diodes .
d. Metal Oxidation Techniques
To study oxidation characteristics of nickel , several
20 pm x 20 pm junctions were fabricated . Nickel was evaporated
first and the slide heated on the hot plate . Four runs gave the
following resistances as a function of oxidation time .
Junction

Oxidation Time

Resistance Range

Ni-NiO-Pb

0 hours

short circuit

Ni-NiO-Pb

3 hours

Ni—NiO—Ni

4 hours

Ni—NiO— Pb

15 3/4 hours

8l~
680~

-

—

320 KQ

l30~2
9l0~

900 K~I
Resistances typically increased 25 percent in the 24 hours follow—
—

ing their preparation .

I

A lead on tin junction was made with three hours of hot plate
•

oxidation . Resistances were 4.3 Kfl and 8.2 KQ

.

These increased

by half in the 17 hours after fabrication . This junction should

be operable in the high microwave region and as a negative re0

sistance device below 3.5 K.

_

_

-, a .-

-

-

-
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e.

Solder Techniques

It has been known for many years that indium metal will wet
U 2)
glass and quartz. ~
This characteristic has been used very

effectively in sample preparation for low temperature measurements.
We have found that the best contacts are made by the following procedure : Heat a small crucible of indium just above its

melting point on a hot plate over night . This produces a small
amount of oxide which is dissolved in the metal. Experiment has
shown that stronger bonds are made with this oxide present . A
clean pencil soldering iron on a variac set at 60-70 v is used to
apply the indiu~ . The tip must be free of lead and tin to obtain
a good bond .

iiiEi
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SECTION 2:
a.

Far Infrared

Non-coherent far infrared sources
Non—coherent far infrared sources tend to be very inefficient .

The simplest of such sources being a heated black body with a short
wavelength cutoff filter . Almost all of its energy will be of a
wavelength shorter than desired and will be absorbed (or reflected )

by the filter . Interestingly , a much more e f f i c i e nt sour ce is a
high pressure mercury lamp without pyrex outer jacket~

This emi ts

high intensity ultra—violet and behaves as a 50000 far infrared
radiator but at intermediate wavelengths (below at out ‘100 pm) it
has greatly decreased intensity . Two such lamps were purchased :

General Electric H 100 A4/ T and Philips HPK 125 W.

A layer of

black PVC tape was used as a filter against shorter wavelengths and
significant radiation was observed both on calorimetric detectors
and evaporated junctions.
b . Antenna designs
Several antenna arrays were built by Lincoln Labs for this

pr oject.

The three designs studied under this contract Consist

of : 1) An i n f r a r ed d ipole and tunnelin g junc tion are connec ted
to a microwave dipole.

DC output is taken through a parallel

conductor transmission line . (Fig . 2);

2) A

~~~~~~

infrared dipc .

-

with overlap junction and transmission line (Fig. 3). 3) Three
small variations from

~~~~~

infrared dipoles with crosses for junctions

alternated with a A/2 , a pair of A/2 separated by X/2 (Fig . 4)
and a

antenna with overlap junction .

Shipley (positive) photoresist is used throughout this fabrication , in part because it gives overhanging edges after development , which facilitates the metal separation in a lift off process.

~

_

_

_
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Substrates are sapphire on which resist is exposed and developed ,
leaving half dipole and half of a transmission line as uncovered
sapphire . After chrome and nickel evaporation , the resist is
stripped removing most of the metal and leaving the half pattern .
The subsequent air oxidation may later be modified by a plasma
operation . A second resist is exposed with the other half pattern
and , for reduced resistance , some of the f i r s t half pattern is also
The plasma cleaning step removes residual resist and

overcoated .

may modify the existing j unction oxide .

Chrome and gold are evap-

orated and the resist is again stripped leaving the desired final
pattern .
a. Antenna Trimming
In another phase of the experiment the output of a far infrared HCN laser was coupled to a printed element with an integrated
dipole antenna . The laser could be made to operate in either
337 p m or 311 pm transitions.

The resulting rectified signals

from both wavelengths were compared and it was found that sometimes one wavelength was coupled better than the other as a reault of a different antenna mismatching . Changing the antenna
length would modify the antenna impedance affecting the amount
of infrared power actually reaching the non-linear junction. It
wa8 found that when trimming the antenna length with a diamond
scribe in small steps, the rectified signal increased initially ,
reached a maximum and finally decreased for shorter dipole lengths .
For 337 pm and 311 pm these maxima were correspondingly different .

-

— --

-
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d.

Rotation of printed antenna elements in an infrared field
A mount for printed diodes has been made which provides contacts

to the outputs and permits rotation of the antenna in the laser
beam.

This rotation may be either about the dipole element itself

or about the feed lines (on the surface but perpendicular to the
dipole elements) ; at all times the dipole remains properly oriented in the polarized laser field . Rotation about the feed lines
of the

element gives a large maximum and two very much smaller

side lobes. (See Fig . 5). Rotation about the antenna elements gives
a broad flat maximum with no side lobes.

This has been interpreted

as increased reflectivity of the underlying sapphire as the angle
of incidence approached 90°. Calculations have been made which
fit the data qualitatively (including the effects of the dielectric
constant) .
e. Antenna pattern study
The antenna pattern of a
was measured at 337pm.
•

printed nickel on chromium dioxide

The maximum signal was displaced 30° from

the normal to this apparently symmetric structure . Initial speculation was that reflections from the steel back-up plate were responsible, but a half inch hole cut in the plate did not significantly change the asymmetry . Sharper beam focusing and probing
the surrounding substrate revealed that

pickup and rectification

by the measuring probes themselves accounted for some of the asymmetry and for troubles in attempting to focus on the junction .
Work on an antenna pattern with gold overlay demonstrated that
tungsten probes penetrating the metal film an appreciable distance
formed ohmic contacts.

It has been found that even slightly elevated

~

— 8—

P

temperatures

alte r these junctions.

As a result it was not

possible to use conducti ve epoxy which requires

heating

for

proper curing . The substrates were sapphire which is not wet
by indium and so leads could not be fastened to the contact
pads.

To establish greater system symmetry a teflon lens was

used instead of an off axis parabola.

4

$

-

.
-
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SECTION 3: Cryogenics

p

a.

Tunnelin g resonances

In addition to the normal electron tunneling that is the
basis for the calculations described in Section 4 of this
report other processes may take place . A tunneling electron

4
may be inelastically scattered by an impurity in the dielectric ;
the electron loses a certain amount of energy and the impurity
molecule is left in an excited state with energy hv

.

This pro-

cess can only occur if the junction is biased with a voltage
V > hv/e . As a result of this , a structure appears in the plot of
versus the bias voltage , which except for the background , is
~ V~
similar to the infrared spectrum of the impurity molecules in the
gas phase . (See Fig . 6). Because of the thermal smearing of the
Fermi level of the electrodes, the use of cryogenic temperatures
is necessary in order to improve the resolution of the resulting
tunneling spectrum . In this way, we have observed tunneling
resonances in Al—Al 203—Pb .
This effect can be utilized in different ways. As a spectroscopic tool for chemical analysis it can give information on the
impurity content of the dielectric in the tunneling junction . On
the other hand , the enhanced non—linearities that result when the
junctions are cooled to cryogenic temperatures will improve the
performance of the MOM junctions as mixer elements . Specifically,
we are examining the possibilities of utilizing the non—linearities
existing at low bias (a few my) in non-superconducting tunneling
due to “zero bias anomalies .”
our junction it

In conjunction with the small RC of

would considerably improve their rectifying and

mixing characteristics in the infrared .

—10—
b.

Repair of cryogenic ecpiipment

The liquid helium dewar (with quartz windows) was returned
to the manufacturer several times during the course of this contract for repairs.

He found and repaired more than one leak each

time . We seem to have developed a corrosion problem and have tried
to prolong the life of the dewar by keeping it dry when not at low
temperature . A second dewar with clear windows over 50% transparent
to 10 pm radiation , but with a smaller working space , was used more
often toward the end of the contract.

The flexible helium transfer tube also developed a leak and
was repaired .
c. Superfluid helium
In an attempt to maintain junctions under test at a constant
temperature the helium in the dewar was pumped . After increase
in the size of the pumping line and of the pump , it became possible
to pump the liquid helium to below the lambda point in about 40
minutes . Although there is a thermal match barrier between the
junction and the helium subsequent work has demonstrated that
superfluid helium (below the lanbd a point at 2.1 K) does maintain
the sample at a much more uniform temperature than “ normal” liquid
he1i~ n .
d. Extension of laser lab
A ti be and sets of mirrors have been installed from the argon
and dye laser room to the diode testing area . This has permitted
much greater avai].abi].ity o the argon laser and considerably in~
creased working space near t e laser beams.
~

e. IniUp ~
. ~.ow temperp ure rnepauremente on depQsited junctions
~
During the first year of the contract , work was done on Mg-MgOPb, Sn-SnO-Sn and A].-A1 0 -Al junctions.
2 3

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-----

- - --

_

._

The mask described in

_

_

_

-,-
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Section la was used this time except that ~he 5 pm wide slits
were etched to a width of 50 pm . Silicon monoxide has been used
particularly with Mg to slow junction change after remova l from
the evaporator .

d2
Low frequency Al-A1203-Pb junction second derivative
dv’
characteristics were recorded showing voltages of the -:unneling
-

resonances with measurement resolution better than 10 my at
liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures.

Comparison of

liquid nitrogen traces at 10 MHz and X—band gave positions and
half power line width of the 300mv resonance identi.cal within
better than 10 my . Thus the relaxation times of these phenomena
must be considerably shorter than 100 psec . Experiments were even
then underway to extend these measurements to the far infrared
region .
The zero-bias resonance of Cr-Cr 0 -Ag was recorded at liquid
2 3
nitrogen temperature at 10 MHz , 500 MHz and X—band . We can infer
relaxation times of a fraction of a nanosecond from these data .
Zero-bias anomalies over 20 percent due to impurity doping or interface defects have now been observed at liquid helium temperatures.
f. Early work on far infrared response of Al-Al~ O -Pb junctions
3
Initial attempts to observe response of evaporated A 1-Al203-Pb
at 337 p and liquid helium were unsuccessful . In these early
attempts, electrical noise from the laser made the observations
difficult.

Electrical shielding was then added to the HCN laser

and to the critical sensor elements preparatory to looking again

-

-
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for response of the junction to 337p radiation at liquid helium
temperature.

Electrical noise was sufficiently reduced that ob-

servations of signals below 1 pV could be made , but laser response
was not observed . Modifications were made to the laser that
further improved its noise characteristics and smaller junction s
were fabricated but dewar failure precluded additional runs at
that time .
Later rectification characteristics of A l—A 1203-Pb junctions
were studied at 40 2°K (liquid helium) and 2°K (helium pumped below
the lambda point). In both cases the Pb was superconducting and
Al was “normal.”

Measurements were made at 10 MHz , X-band

(microwave), 337 pm (HCN laser ) and with laser light in the visible.
The junctions were made by evaporating a 20 pm wide strip of
0

aluminum to a thickness of 500 A , oxidizing it in a few torr of
pure oxygen for half an hour and then evaporating a thick 20 pm
wide strip of lead across the oxidized aluminum . Resistances at
50 mV DC ranged from a few hundred to a few thousand ohms . RF
was coupled to the junctions by the leads through the dewar top
while the higher frequencies were beamed throu~~the dewar windows .
In the low bias (0—20 my) region responses to low intensity
radiation of all wavelengths were the same . The superconducting
transition at about 1.5 my as well as phonon mode excitations were
observed . (See Fig . 7) Widths and positions of each resonance
wer e the same . Power saturation occurred for laser powers great-

er than one milliwatt.

Similar saturation was observed with RF

and at X-band .

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_
_
_

- _
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At biases greater than about 20 my and temperatures below
the lambda point , tunneling resonance responses to visible laser
radiation could not be detected , however there was an offset from
zero which is roughly constant with bias voltage but has the same
polarity as the applied bias.

(See Fig . 8) Quali ta tively , this

response seeme d to incre ase wi th increasing radia tion frequency
and was erroneously taken at that time as an indication of photore spon se for elec trons overcoming the superconducting gap . At
t em pera tures above the lambda point , the e f f e c t of the resonances
is to give a distorted bell curve . Since these observations are
made with mechanically chopped radiation and amplified with coherent detection on a lock—in, this appears to be the difference
between normal tunneling response at two different temperatures.

Lead on aluminum diode response to 10 M Hz radia tion was observed at 4.2 °K in the presence of argon laser radiation . It was
observed that one mw of radiation barely reduced the structure of
the 10 MHz pattern whereas 100 mw reduced it to less than 10%.
Sensitivity of the response due to superconducting characteristics
of lead was only slightly more reduced than the high field anomalies .
The model we currently use to explain these observations is
that superfluid helium maintains the junction at nearly the same
temperature , with and without radiation so that I-V curves are
nearly parallel.

But above the lambda point the heating causes

considerable temperature rise with consequent broadening of the
resonance; the lock-in displays the difference of these two curves.
Very little X-band power is coupled through the windows into
the dewar . This is not enough to observe the higher bias resonances.

— 14—
However , the I—V characteristics due to the superconducting gap ,
at about 1.5 my are extremely sharp and make the junction a very
sensitive detector; these resonances have been seen at X-band
despite the very low incident power level .
Early observations indicated that the low bias (structured)
signal was optimized by focusing the laser at a different point
than the optimum for the offset at higher bias.

Ultimately it was

demonstrated that there is a definite response obtained by focusing
the laser on an aluminum line which accounts for the observed of fset. The junction response is restricted to the low bias region
associated with tunneling between the superconductor and the
normal metal.

This has been quenched at fields of l250g and partial-

To determine the portion of the res—
ponse which is of thermal origin , a 2500 ~im ) 2 A1-A1203—Pb junction
with tapered edges was fabricated . Measurements were made with a
ly quenched at lower fields.

laser spot size about 20 pm diameter on the sample cooled to l.6°X.
Responses were observed for various locations on the sample as well
as for different polarization orientations . A similar junction
was made with a Pb disc sandwiched between thick layers of SiO ,
directly over the junction region.

The laser light should not

penetrate this shield but heat should . Behavior of the two
junctions was the same indicating that the output is predominantly
thermal , however , there is evidence of a small non-thermal response.
g.

Low temperature lead-tin junction
Several low temperature

runs were made with lead on tin . These

very fragile junctions are easily destroyed
substrate

by soldering to the

even with indium . Attempts to solder leads with gallium

using a piece of copper wire as a soldering iron at body tempera-

-

j
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tu re

m et with limited success; gallium , just above i ts m el tin g

point does not wet copper or gold well.

In every case , leads

fell off the substrate preventing junction measurement by the
time that helium was superfluid . One indium soldered junction
had I-V bumps indicating a negative resistance partly shorted
by junction defects (apparently induced by heating the substrate
while soldering). A junction was fabr icated after leads were
attached to the pads and the leads later connected to the holder .
The display was generally as expected , but the pattern was not
sufficiently convoluted to show negative resistance.
When the Sn layers were oxidized in a glow discharge , much

more stable junctions resulted than when oxidation was on a hot
plate . Glow discharge time was varied , and junction resistance
followed quite reproducably . Junction resistances of a few hundred ohms seemed most stable; these tolerated careful lead attachment with indium solder . Several were successfully cooled and
demonstrated negative resistance characteristics in the general
range of 2-3°X. (See Fig . 10) Their response to 6328 A , 1.15 pm
and RF was studied . All demonstrated rectification although
response to laser radiation

was predominantly thermal and quite

different in character from the RF response.
h.

Other superconductive work
Superconductive

energy gaps were calculated at several tern-

peratures and several combinations were found that give ratios
of about two in energy at temperatures between two and four degrees
K . These include Pb-V , V—Ta , V—Sn , and Pb—Sn.

_
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Vanadium was obtained and several unsuccessful attempts
were made to evaporate sufficient vanadium to make a lead on a
vanadium junction . Vanadium evaporates at a considerably higher temperature than any other material we have evaporated in this
laboratory . After choice of a better tungsten evaporation basket ,
several Pb on V samples were made , but junction resistances were
not consistent ; and the junctions all shorted during soldering of
the leads . Since these devices should be superconducting in liquid
helium without pumping , they will receive further attention .
i.

Low temperature point contact
A point contact mixer assembly for adjustment and use at

liquid helium temperature has been designed and fabricated . This
wii~ be used for observed mixing in the small area junctions possible
with a point contact between a superconductor and a normal metal.
Results will be can pared with those obtained from similar “printed”
structures.
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SECTI ON 4: Optical Res ponse
a.

Mechanism of radiation detection in the visible

The response to visi b le radia tion of a sm a ll area thin f i lm
metal-oxide-metal (MOM) structure as well as that of a mechanical
(5 6, 7,8)
metal-to-metal point contact diode , has been published . ~

For these , d i f f e r e n t possible mechanisms have been discussed , including optical rectification due to the nonlinear character of
the electron tunneling process; this rectification process would
be similar to that oc~ urring at the infrared and the lower frequencies . The results of our experiments on high-speed (small
area) thin-film vacuum-deposited junctions show that there is a
significant fast response to optical frequencies arising from photo—
emission over the oxide ’s potential barrier and having the same
orig1.~n as that observed sometime ago in a slow—speed , large area
(9) At lower frequencies, however , the mechanism must
junction .
arise from a rectification process dominated by the nonlinear
I-V characteristic due to electron tunneling across the junction .
In our experiment , the response of the MOM junction at room
tem pera ture to the visi b le ra d ia tion ob tained from an ar gon laser

is studied as a function of a bias voltage applied to the junction
and the frequency of the incident radiation . Six different line s
of the argon laser ranging from 4579 A to 5145 A are used . The
measurement technique adopted in the experiment discriminates

against spurious signals appearing across the junction due to
therma l effects which have a long time constant (exceeding about
100 p sec). The results are then compared to the rectification
of a radio—frequency signal observed in the same junction versus
a bias voltage.
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The studies are made on an A l—A 1203—A 1 junction , f a b r i cated

*

by vacuum deposition through a mechanical m~isk . An Al strip

20 p wide and 1000 A thick is first deposited and , after oxidation

by exposure to ambient atmosphere for a few minutes, a similar
Al strip is deposited on top of it forming with the first one a
cross—like structure.

The resulting impedance is in the k~ range.
The resistance of the junction depends on the thickness of the oxide
layer which in turn is dependent on the method of oxidation including the temperature and length of time of exposure to oxygen.
Control of the oxidation process can lower the junction impedance.
The output of the argon laser , which is tuned to operate on
a single line , is focused to a spot size of 5 microns on the junction .
A mechanical chopper placed at the focus of two equal achromatic confocal lenses generates 60 p sec pulses with a rise time of 2 p sec and
a duty cycle of about 20. The junction response at the beginning
of the laser pulse was obtained by linearly extrapolating responses
taken at 10 p sec and 50 p sec respectively after the start of the
pulse.

A boxcar integrator with 5 p sec gate width was used to

average these data . In this way , the si gnal across the junc tion
due to the slow laser-induced thermal effects are subtracted . The
thermal signal originates from a bolometric process which is nearly
proportional to the bias voltage across the junction . In fact ,
this signal becomes dominant and larger than the photoemissive
signal for bias voltages exceeding about 0.1 volt.
The photoemissive signal appears across the junction as a
voltage pulse with a rise and decay time following that of the incident laser pulse.
-j

This signal is observed only if the laser is

focused at the edge of the junction where the oxide is exposed .

~
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The sl ow bolome tric ef fec t , however , is observed as lon g a s th e

laser is focused on the junction or anywhere within a few microns
of the junction.

This effect is due to heating of the junction
10
causing a decrease of the tunneling impedance .
~ ~ This observation is in general agreement with the types of signals reported
in Reference 11.
b . Optical response of Al-A 1203—A1 junctions
The boxcar integrator procession junction response to
a chopped laser signal was used to obtain Fowler plots at zero
bias and for positive and negative bias levels up to 300 my .
Fowler plots at zero bias yielded barrier heights from 1.7 eV to
2.4 eV on the junctions tested , depending on the junction tested .
In one case , this barrier height was compared to that obtained
from the junction resistance and the familiar Stratton formulation
of tunneling current:
RD
1
Se 8
~~ 162 2 A
~
where S~ L’/
~~

L= barrier thickness in
Ø.= mean barrier height in eV
A= junction area in

-

The comparison was very good , which indicates that barrier characteristics remained essentially constant from D.C. to optical fre-

quencies , although in the former case conduction is due to tunneling , while in the latter , it is due to photoelectric effect and
classical barrier penetration.
These results are included in a paper “Mechanism of Detection
of Radiation in a High-Speed Metal-Metal Oxide-Metal Junction in
the Visible Region and at Longer Wavelengths ,”

by

Elchinger et

a]., which was published in the Feb . 1976 Journal of Applied Physics. 23
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The thermal response can be reduced by increasing the

junction resistance , at the expense of increased junction time

constant . Again , from Stratton ,10
R (T)
D

rr L k g

where
_

T
_

RD

•

_

temperature
I( T)2 4
T
—
8
T
3,

and f o r T~~~ 300
_

_

_

RD

sin~ T

_

K

4
~~ -1.45 x 10 A T ,

and for large RD, 4 R will be small.

Then the bolometric effect

will be small for large RD.

With the modification that junction resistance be large ,

either by increasing oxide thickness or decreasing junction
area , it was found that photoresponse could be observed directly
(without extrapolation) for zero bias and small voltages
c.

my).
around zero bias (‘
~~~200

Near infrared mixing experiments

Several experiments have been performed in preparation for a
third order visible mixing experiment between a 1.15 pm HeNe and a
dy’~ laser at half its wavelength , using Al -Al 0 -Pb (Pb superconduc2 3
ting ) junctions . The size of the desired beatnote should be the
same order of magnitude as that arising from mode beating of the

1.15 pm laser itself. An early attempt to observe this mode beating
was not successful.

We then decided to study the system at

lower frequencies and sought beatnotes from third order mix-

_~
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ing between two 9 GHz klystrons and an rf source.

This ob-

servation was succczsful but attempts to achieve greater

sensitivi ty by usin g an rf preamplifier (50 ~)input impedance)

demonstrated the necessity of lowering the junction impedance
to the same range.

The same beatnotes have been observed ,

with high sensitivity , using junctions of about a hundred
ohms impedance and our new low noise preamplifier . This put us
in a position to re-examine the mode beating of the 1.15 pm
laser . A PZT pusher

was

installed on this laser to

facilitate continuous tuning between spatial modes separated
by the measured 150 MHz when we perform the third order
laser mixing .
Mixing was observed in Al-A1203--Pb junctions cooled

to 2.1K

biased at a voltage on the order of the energy gap of Pb ,

e.g. ‘~‘lmV . Second order mixing involved detection of zero
beat at
= 9.00 GHz.
The detected signal was roughly
~
the same magnitude as the rectified signal from either V 1
or v 2, which is predicted . Signals were “40 pV pp. This

beat note responded to bias in the predicted way, e.g. was

zero at Vb = 0, maximum at V
b ~ lmV , and zero at higher bias .
Third order mixing was achieved using
v 1 — 9.000 GHz
V

2

V3

—

9.100 GHZ

—

100 MHz
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The zero beat note maximized at zero bias , went th rough zero at V =lmv
b
and had tinite values for larger biases . As predicted , the
zero beat showed a maximum for a specific V 3 power .
The junction resistance at large bias was ‘~500c~; at the
superconducting transition , the resistance was 6000Q .

This

is the “dynamic ” junction resistance at the bias level which
maximizes the 2nd order response.
With another junction the frequency response of a 400pm 2
area junct ion was tested by varying the second order beat
note from zero Hz to ‘~.200 MHz. No overall decrease in signal level was observed , although line inductance caused bands
of filtering at 19 MHz , 142 MHz , and 168 MHz to occur . This
response was compared to a 2500 i m 2 area junction response.
~
Here, the junction seemed to stop responding at ‘.32 MHz. It
was not determined whether it responds at much higher frequencies.
Second or d er mixing of two spatial modes of the 1.15 pm

He—Ne laser was attempted using several “good ” junctions.
The radiation was coupled through the thin Al.

However , it

became apparent that with an amplifier inpu t impedance of
50 ~2 , the Al lead resistance must be very low to observe the

beat signal without considerable attenuation .
A semitransparent

Pb film that is electrically conducting

became superconducting at 4°K. The underlying Al lead was made
0

about 2000 A thick . Junctions of this design have now been made
with about 100 ~]junction resistance with less than 15~
These will be used in future mixing studies .

-

- ?
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A new detector scheme has been assembled .

This incorporates

a scope preamplifier and a low threshold voltage r e c t i f i e r , per-

•

mitting phase sensitive detection of the chopped laser signal.
A major effort is being made to observe third order
mixing between a 1.15 pm He—Ne laser and a dye laser at
half the wavelength . Several preparatory steps have been
taken.

A study of the response of Pb-Al junctions to laser

radiation indicates that optical rectification contributes
much of what is observed . This would imply that we have a
device to perform harmonic mixing in the infrared and vis-

ible.

The non—linearities of these junctions were studied

by performing second and third order mixing in the microwave region with AC field strengths comparable to those
available from our lasers.

A Spectra Physics laser has been

modified with a Smith cavity to obtain single mode 1.15 pm
radiation ;

the other will be a dye laser at about half the

wavelength . Anticipating the problem of searching for the
beat note we conducted a s ond order mixina experiment between
~
a single mode 6328 A and the dye laser set to about the same
wavelength . The dye laser will be roughly set with a Fabry—
Perot whose mirror separation is adjustable from 0.5 mm to 5 cm
so that the frequency can be tuned within 200 Mhz . Final adjust—
ment will use a fast commercial photodiode to find a beatnote
before observing it on the Pb—Al junction . Small area tunneling
junctions have been studied at visible wavelengths.

In particular

we had expected that they could be used to mix visible and in-

‘-

frared radjatjcn. A commercial HeNe laser was modified with a

—
-

~

± -~
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Fox-Smith cavity . The laser could be made to operate at 1.15
or 6328 A on one or two modes.

in

Cavity length was adjusted to

give two mode output at 1.15 pm with 415 MHz $p~cjng . Using
a (thin) Al-Pb junction , the second order beat was unsuccessfully sought as was the third order by applying a 415 Mhz signal.
A tunable 6328 A Perkin Elmer laser was beat with the FoxSmith stabilized laser (now operated on this red line but allowed
to drift thermally across the line). Tuning the Perkin Elmer
laser where the other would drift through the same wavelength,
a beat was observed on the Tropel detector; none could be found
on a 30 K~ Al-Pb junction .

—

—-- — -.~~ M
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SECTION 5:

•

a.

Photolithographically Defined Patterns

Mask fabrication
A real time V-band holographic receptor was designed , rubylith

cut and sent out to be photoreduced .
photo production.

Masks have been made for

When units were started it was discovered that

there was lack of metal adherence for the lift off step . We found
that glow discharge cleaning is required before metal deposition ;
parameters were varied and 200 pm of oxygen for

5 mi n ute s at

2 mA seemed a good first approximation and subsequent experiments
have shown this to be adequate . Time was subsequently increased to
10 minutes.

Substrates must be clean , bu t no addi tional surface

preparation appears necessary when the glow discharge is used .
A four elemen t holo gra phic sensor mask for 3 37 pm work has
been designed and fabricated . (See Fig . 9 , 1976 version)
b.

Four element holographic array

Our f i r s t set of masks for the four element infrared holographic
ar ray were delivered in May 1976.
excell ent pattern registration .

Careful inspection demonstrated
The thin tips that cross to form

the rectifying junctions are 2.5 ~ m wid e, promising a potential
6.3 pm 2 junction area with perfect exposure and development . In
practice these enlarge the patterns almost 1 pm in width . A metal
lift process is used in which the metal is evaporated on top of a
photoresist with a pattern o~ holes through to the substrate . When
the resist is “stripped ,” the overlying metal is also r emoved .
The photoresiat used initially was Shipley 1350 B and later 1350 J.
These ar~ positive resists and it is the exposed areas that are subsequently taken of f by the development process. Fortunately an
exposed area develops its broadest opening near the substrate ,
thus producing

an “ overhan g ” separating

the metal in the hole from
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that on top of the resist and assisting in the removal of the
extraneous resist and metal.

Resist exposed through narrow

slits in the mask will become slightly larger with overexposure ,
and yet an underexposed pattern may not be open completely to the
substrate . Masks pick up resist from the substrate an d become
dirty and ultimately unusable since any cleaning process is
damaging to the masks.

For top quality over the whole mask, less

than five exposures are usually possible . With some degradation
as many as fifteen exposures are sometimes possible .
Considerable efforts were made to establish correct surface
cleaning for glass and quartz substrates . Cleaning now consists

of:

(1)

scrub surface with alkanox and water , rinse thoroughly

with water and blow dry , (2) immerse for 10 minutes in chromicsulfuric acid cleaning solution heated to about 100°C , (3) rinse
in demineralized water for 3 minutes and blow dry , (4) bake 15
minutes at 185°C , and (5) cool to room temperature just before
applying the photoresist.

Hot nitric acid and rinse just before

baking tended to make the subsequent metal deposition less adherent.
Omission of the alkanox or the chromic-sulfuric caused radically
reduced adherence.

The bake is also essential , but excessive

time again re luces adherence ; this may be associated with a sof tening of the glass surface as indicated by ease of surface scratching
with tweezers.
Initial photoresist work was done with Shipley AZ 1350 B , a
thin positive resist. After conversation with the manufacturer we

converted our process to AZ 1350 J which contains the same polymer ,
but with less solvent . The result ii a thicker film giving better

-
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separation of the film on the substrate from that on the
resist.

Some difficulty was experienced of erratic edge

definition.

So a black anodized aluminum chuck was made for

the mask aligner , to prevent reflections off the chuck through
the (transparent) substrate from exposing resist . This problem
did not re-appear although there is reason to suspect that a more
significant factor was improved technique in use of the photochemicals.

The AZ 350 developer is diluted with water before

use an d must be

thoroughly mixed (shaken) just before resist

development . When this is not done considerable edge peeling
occurs.

In our process we find 40 second development close to

optimum .

Substrate baking after development and before p lacing
in the evaporator was tried initially , but considerable difficulty was encountered in stripping the resist.

Currently

we blow substrates dry and then put in the evaporator . Some
experimentation was conducted to optimize time in the evaporator prior to glow discharge cleaning and evaporation , but
no true optimum was found between three and twenty hours.
Glow discharge is conducted in an atmosphere of 200 pm of
oxygen in the valved off bell jar . A current of 2mA is run
from the negatively charged aluminum discharge ring placed
below the substrates.

A time of 10 minutes is currently

used although this does not appear critical , nor does the
current.

After re-pump down the chromium is evaporated .
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Initially freshly broken chromium was evaporated from a
tungsten basket. The chromium was quickly outgassed onto
the shutter and the bell jar re-pumped before evaporation
proceeded . About 300 A
0

400 A

of nickel.

of chromium are evaporated and

More recently we have been using a chromium

source plated on a piece of tungsten wire and considerably reduced substrate heating during evaporation . Excess heating
during evaporation makes the resist very difficult to remove ,
and invariably some of the metal in the exposed areas is also
removed . Attempts to increase nickel have led to poor edge
definition , probably due to excess resist curing rather than
the thicker metal , which is still considerably thinner than
the resist.

Filament—substrate distances have been adjusted

to reduce heating during evaporation . It is not clear that
our current eight inch spacing could not be improved .
Stripping is done in Remover 1112A at room temperature
followed by a 10 minute 95°C bake before second photoresist .
The second metalization is stgnificantly different from the
first in that the glass surface has now been wet without a
subsequent high temperature bake . A vacuum dry or a longer
pre-resist bake does not seem necessary and application will
depend on the operational

characteristics

of the nickel oxide

desired . (Fig . 11)
As in any process

involving a large number

of inter -

relate d variables , the bee t solu t ion g enerally will not be

found by optimizing operations individually .
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Most junctions have resistances in the desirable range
of 200 to

ioooc ~,

and within arrays of four diodes the larg-

est resistance is usually less than twice the smallest.

In

one case all four were within 12% of a mean value . About
20 pV of rectified voltage was obtained from one of the first
junctions exposed to the HCN laser (337 pm) .

Transfer of holographic array evaporations from the old

Venco evaporation to the newer Varian was successfully accomplished late in 1976.

Tightly adhering layers were deposited by

avoiding overheating the substrates from the radiant evaporation
source .

Severa l excellent appearing arrays were fabricated in

January 1977.

Great care was used in not overheating the sub-

strates , using fresh chromium for each evaporation and ultimately
changing to the

plated sources.

Slightly diluted resist and

making certain that samples were evaporated soon after being put
in the evaporator seem to help some . Of course , great care is
taken to standardize sample preparation and glow discharge cleaning . Measurements of response to the HCN laser have been made on
the diodes as well as some bolometers formed by making the entire
structure in one evaporation on a double exposed substrate . The
best diodes had 3% coupling efficiency (comparable to what we
measured on a point contact) and the response of the bolometers
with optimum bias was about 1%.
These results gave promise that we could reduce the size of
the diode elements and thus improve performance.
(Fig. 9

,

Such a mask

1977 version) was designed and held for a considerable

time awaiting funds for fabrication .
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SECTION
a.

6: Point Contacts

Tungsten point on gold
The I—V characteristics of a tungsten point contact on gold

575 curve tracer for possible negative

was stu died on a Tektronix

resistance .U2) Although the trace was not stable , no curve ex-

hibited negative resistance or gaps where high speed negative resistance could have existed . In the early experiments, the contact was controlled by a micrometer , but when this adjustment
proved too clumsy to achieve junction resistance over 1000 ~ , a
PZT was used and resistances of several hundred kilohm s were observed . Many of these traces were not stable, but none showed
evidence of negative resistance at the 120 Hz trace frequency
(or above). These junctions were also probed with six monochromatic
visible argon laser lines.

No correlation of diode output with

wavelength was found .
b.

Point contact antenna resistance
Measurements have been made on MOM (tungsten on nickel) point

contact diodes to evaluate their effective ‘antenna resistance as
a function of length . The 10 urn diameter tungsten whisker acts
as a multiwavelength antenna with effective antenna resistance of
The tunneling barrier presents a junction resistance of Rd at
the DC bias voltage. The point is small enough that we can neglect

Ra

capacitive effects so that the voltage rectified across the d iode
isz
Vd

V i(1 r
~~~ ~~)

~~ - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-:
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A value of R a can be determined by adjusting parameters
on a curve of Rd vs. Vd .

A characteristic of thin dipole antennas is that the

capture cross section has resonances near nA /2

(integral

values of n) . The antenna resistance for very long antennas
is 163 ~
Antenna resis tances were calculated for various leng th
whiskers with 337 p m

radiation from the HCN laser . This

radiation was focused onto the junction region of the diode
with a teflon lens . The rectified signal was then maximized
by adjusting orientation to the peak of the largest antenna
lobe . Rd is varied by changing the diode contact pressure on
the nickel post. To maintain a constant tunneling barrier
calculation must be taken without
~a
moving the whisker on the nickel post.
height, all data for an

The experimental results for long antennas (longer than
about 5 A )are in agreement with the theoretical expectations
160Q ).
Results of these measurements and those on some printed
structures as well as basic calculations of MOM diode behavior
are being written for publication this summer .
c. Antenna/diode calculations
Calculation of operating parameters for an infrared antenna!
diode combination has been completed . This study has been extended to include an analytical

approximation

of the system in closed

form and evaluation or the precision of this approach . Experimen t al checks on the validity of our basic model are proceed ing
quite satisfactorily .
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Previous theoretical analyses of metal—oxide—metal detectors

have dealt with either the non-linearities of the junction~ 11’13 ’14~
(15)
or with the antenna characteristics.
These theoretical results
are not easily compared with measured values of detector parameters
such as responsivity and noise equivalent power.
Electron tunneling across an oxide layer separating the sharply
tipped tungsten wire from the (typically nickel) metal post has
been recognized as the dominant (non-linear) conduction mechanism
in the DC regime . It nas been demonstrated experimentally that
this mechanism is also responsible for rectification at least as
16
far as the b u m region .
~ ~ Devices using this principle have
been used to compare harmonics of accurately known frequencies
(17 ,18,19,20)
with laser sources through the infrared
and as far
21
In practice , radiation is coupled from an electroas 2.2 um .~ ~
magnetic wave to the nonlinear junction by means of an antenna that ,

(22)

in the case of the point contact diode , is the same tungsten wire .

Our model consists of an antenna with a real internal impedance
and an AC voltage source. The diode is assumed to be a non-linear
resistance , calculated from tunneling theory , in parallel with a
capacitance determined solely b:’the geometry and dielectric prop-

erties of the interfacial oxide . Computed results agree qualitatively
with experiment .
A closed form approximation of the equations has been derived
which permits simple evaluation of maxima knees of curves and slopes.
These as well as diode NEP and rectified power correspond reasonably

.

with computed resu1ts.~ The enhancement of non-linearities due to
the presence of zero-bias anomalies wa~ included in the calculations .
Three orders of magnitude improvement in NEP and rectified power
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are predicted at temperatures below lO°K due to the zero-bias
anomalies.

A publication discussing these studies is being prepared .
d.

The oretical study of a.c.

electron tunneliflg

A theoretical study of a.c. electron tunneling through a square
barrier has been started . Its objective is calculation of the

curren t for a F ermi d is tribu tion of elec trons throu gh a barrier
whose height oscillates with a very high frequency . This is analogous to transitions in a two level system using continuous eigen—

states.
The res ponse a t visi b le and infrared fre quencies can in thi s
way be investigated and the results compared to those obtained at

dc and low frequencies.

It is expected that under certain conditions ,

the current may have an out of phase component with respect to the

a pp lied electric f iel d .

Fur thermore , thes e reac tive com ponen ts

of the diodes ’ high frequency impedances would be non linear with
re spect to the applied electric field .

I.
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SECTION 7: Talks, publications and patents
a.

Talks and publications
Talks by members of the group were given in Atlantic City ,

New Jersey (twice at the Frequency Control Symposium) , La Jolla ,
California (Optical Electronics) and in Zurich , Switzerland
(Conference on Infrared Physics). Three of these and a study
of the response of metal-metal oxide-metal junctions are being
published .
‘High Speed Rectifying Junctions in the Infrared ; Recent
MIT Developments ” appeared in the Proceedings of the 29th
Annual Frequency Control Symposium , Atlantic City , New Jersey .
It described progress in thç development of metal—oxide-metal
infrared diodes .

Investigations have been made of the dielectric

tunneling barrier formed between evaporated metallic layers and
the enhancement of non—linearities by tunneling resonances .
These non-linearities are a valuable spectroscopic tool and
a potential means of increasing rectification efficiency . The
mechanism of detection of visible radiation by a thin f i l m
MOM s t r u c t u r e was studied . The text of this article appears
as Appendix A.
‘Optical Electronics:

An Extension of Microwave Electronics

into the Far Infrared and Infrared” is scheduled for publication
in the Journal of Infrared Physics.

It reviews the past

activities at MIT in the area of extending frequency mixing and
absolute frequency measurements in the infrared utilizing a
high speed metal-metal oxide-metal junction . Recent developments in junctions deposited on a substrate are described .

_ _
_
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Emphasis is placed on the future possibilities of large arrays
and potential use as high frequency oscillators and other active
elements.

The text of this article appears as Appendix B.

“Mechanism of Detection of Radiation in a High-Speed Metal
Oxide-Metal Junction in the Visible Region and at Longer Wavelengths” was published in the Journal of Applied Physics , February
(23) . It describes a study of the mechanism df detection of
1976
radiation by a small—area thin film metal—metal oxide-metal structure .
After subtracting thermal effects, the response at optical frequencies is shown to arise from photoemission over the oxide ’s potential barrier . At lower frequencies the mechanism arises from a
rectification process dictated by the nonlinear I—V characteristics
due to electron tunneling across the junction . The text of this

a r t icle appears as Appendix C.
“Optical Electronics, Extension of Microwave Techniques into
the Optical Region ” is scheduled to be published in the Proceedings
of the 31st Annual Frequency Control Symposium , Atlantic City ,
New Jersey . It describes recent work at MIT on MOM devices
evaporated through a mask or photolithographically defined as
well as response of these devices to visible and infrared radiation . A study just being completed shows that a point contact MOM
behaves according to classical antenna theory in the FIR.

Work on

printing arrays for real time holography are also described . The
text of this article appears as Appendix D.

H
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A d ra f t of an article has been written which relates fabrication parameters to microwave/infrared behavior of MOM diodes
with integral antennas . This article presents computer calculations of circuit roll-off through the infrared . The detectivity
at room temperature of a single structure can be as high as
1 2
1010 watts ~~Hz ’~ at frequencies of ~~~~ As a result , design

guidelines are obtained for the lithographic fabrication of thin
film MOM structures that can operate to the 10 micron region
of the infrared spectrum.

This article will be submitted for

publication soon .
h. Patents

Two patents covering optical addressing of high speed memory
devices were filed with the U.S. Patent Office . They have been
returned with comments.

These comments were acted on and the pat-

ents ref iled with slightly modified claims . Final action should
be in 1977. Patents written on these concepts have also been filed
in Germany and Japan as well.

_________________________
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Summary
Background work for this contract pertormed by this
laboratory has shown that the tunneling characteristics of
junctions formed by a very thin dielectric layer surrounded
by two metals is independent of frequency (from D.C. through
10 pm wavelength) . These junctions may be formed by a point
contact on a lightly oxidized metal surface or by metal evaporation on such an oxidized metalsurf ace . Work done in the
initial period involved principally relatively large evaporated
structures wi th measurements in the microwave and far in frare d

re g ions where the circui t parame ters do no t m ask the junc tion
characteristics.

A preliminary survey of far infrared incoher-

ent sources was conducted and such a source was procured and

evaluated . The microelectronics group at Lincoln Laboratory
worked on optimizing several fabrication procedures of printed
structures on sapphire.

Three new structures were designed and

tested . Informal discussions with Perkin Elmer Optical Products
Group ’s Research Laboratory have resulted in a plan to investigate

oxide growth and characteristics of the resulting dielectric
layer .
The mechanism of detection of radiation by a small area thin

film metal—oxide-metal structure was studied . It was shown that
after subtracting thermal effects, the response at optical frequencies arises from photoemission over the oxide ’s potential
barrier.
Optical response of Al—A 1 20 —Al junctions demonstrated
3
characteristic photoemission response with considerable bob-
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metric effect.

Synthesis of a model from these data showed that

this model is consistent with experimental results and correctly
predicts behavior at lower frequencies . A journal article based
on this work was published .
Work was done on A l—Al 203-Pb junctions in the far infrared
at liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures . Interpretation
of these data indicates :
a. For low non—saturating power levels at frequencies from RF
through visible , junction responses at low bias (less than 20 my)
were identical.
b.

For higher biases with the junction in superfluid helium , re-

sonances were not detectable at frequencies above R.F.

However ,

a constant offset from zero was observed (opposite senses for
opposite biases ) which seemed to increase with increasing radiation
frequency .
c. Focusing on the Al stripe alone produced a bolometric effect.
The junction gives a highly structured response only at biases less
than 20 my .

Second and third order mixing have been observed at microwave
frequencies in preparation for looking at near infrared mixing .
Attempts to observe second order mixing between two spatial modes
of a 1.15 um He-Ne laser were only successful after considerable work
and a very small third order beat was also found . Junctions have
been fabricated with a semitransparent Pb layer which became superconducting at liquid helium temperature.
Several repairs on leaks in our liquid helium dewar and one on
the flexible transfer tube were done . A pump and pumping lines
were installed which enable us to pump the helium in the dewar to

---

-

-:
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cool it below the lambda point and perform our experimental work
*

in superfluid helium . A tube and mirrors were installed from the
argon and dye laser room to the diode testing area . This permits
greater availability of the laser and more working space near the
beams .
An oxidation study was conducted on nickel which demonstrated
that 400 square micrometer junctions from 100 ohms through 1 megohm
can be made.

These junctions are moderately stable for a few days

in room ambient.

Work was conducted at a very modest level over a

considerable time to p oduce stable small area Sn-Sno-Pb junction
and study their frequency characteristics.

Early problems are

described and ultimate success , by using a glow discharge oxidized
tin layer . Attempts to evaporate V-VOw -Pb junctions were unsuccessful due to the high evaporation temperature of V.
Real time V-band and 337 pm holographic receptors were designed
and photolithographic masks made . The infrared units were built

a f t e r the necessary masking and handling technologies were learned .
Completed ju nctions were measured and are described electrically.
Most good arrays are matched in resistance within a factor of two .
Several my of rectified voltage have been obtained from 5 mW
incident far infrared power.
Measurements were done on MOM (tungsten on nickel) point contact

diodes to evaluate their effective antenna resistance as a function
of length . The effective diode resistance is varied by changing

whisker pressure and response is maximized with respect to whisker
orientation in the focused laser beam . Antenna resistance is obtam ed by adjusting parameters on a curve of diode resistance

versus rectified voltage.

_

_
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A mathematical model for an infrared antenna/diode combination
was constructed . The expected operating parameters were calculated
and a closed form analytical approximation of the theory was made
with experimental checks.

An article based on this work is being

pr epared.
A point contact mixer assembly for adjustment and use at liquid
helium temperature has been designed and fabricated . Additional
work was done on the I-V characteristics of a tungsten point on gold .
Four talks were given and three articles submitted for publication
during this contract.

Two patents covering optical addressing of

high speed memory devices were filed with the U.S. Patent Office.
They have since been ref iled and final action is expected in 1978.
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Patents based on these have also been filed in Germany and Japan.
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APPENDIX A
HI GH SPEED RE CTIFYING JUNCTI ONS IN THE INFRARED:
M.I.T.

RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS *

Introduction
The extension of microwave frequency synthesis techniques
to the near infrared has been made possible by the development
of a metal-oxide-metal point contact diode.1 ’2 Technologies
have previously been described

~~~~~

for printing , by using

evaporation and photo-lithographic processes , integral antennas
with rectifier/mixer diodes; these have been applied successfully in the far infrared . Attempts to operate them at still
higher frequencies require smaller RC products or greater

junction non-linearities . In mixing , difference frequencies
may be severely limited by the RC products . Relatively large
area (tens of square microns) are currently being used to investigate the barrier form and corrections due to finite conductivity
of deposited metal , large dielectric constant of the substrate ,
and other effects.

Usable junction non—linearities , in addi tion

to those due to the tunneling process itself , arise from paramagnetic ions and specific impurities incorporated in the
dielectric.
It is also possible to obtain rectification by photoelectric
emission principally from one side of a junction . In this case,
coupling into the junction is no longer by antenna and wavelengths coupled to the junction are not limited by junction RC.

Dielectric Formation
Much consideration has been given to method s of insulator
*

This work has been supported by Air Force-ARPA Contract No. F
19628—7 4—C —0182 .
—

-

-
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formation since the problems ~are unique when thicknesses of
the order of 10
are required . These dielectrics of roughly
10 atom layers thickness can permit essentially no pinholes ,
hence self grown oxides (or .possibly nitrides or sulfides)
appear the most promising approach . Oxide growth on a me tal
is dependent on the temperature of the metal , the partial pressure
of oxygen above it, possible presence of water vapor , and the
permeability of the oxide to oxygen diffusion . Plasma treatment may be given to the surface to either increase or reduce
oxide thickness.

Insulators that are evaporated , sputtered

or deposited in some other way tend to form small islands ar4d
grow to cover the surface.

Such layers inherently have pin-

holes until their thickness is several hundred
Nickel oxide was used exclusively in our early investigations
because the oxide is stable at about 10

In order to study

some tunneling resonances , our more recent work has been done
principally with non-equilibrium oxidation of freshly evaporated
aluminum with controlled oxygen pressures . Non—porous layers

around 10 ~ thickness have been formed . Diodes made by subsequent evaporation of a second metal have been sufficiently
stable in room air to make consistent measurements. The barrier
energy height may vary through even a very thin oxide layer and
will also depend on oxygen availability at the growing interface ,
thus the Al-A1 0 -Al barrier may be asymmetric .
2 3
Tunneling Resonances
In addition to the normal electron tunneling other processes may take place. A tunneling electron may be inelastically
scattex ed by an impurity in the dielectric ;5 th e elec tron

— 5;’—
loses a certain amount of energy and the impurity molecule
is left in an excited state with energy h~? . This process can
only occur if the junction is biased with a voltage V ’h /e.
~~
As a result of this, a structure appears in the plot of
versus the bias voltage , which except for the background , is
similar to the infrared spectrum of the impurity molecules in
the gas phase.

(See Fig . I). Because of the thermal smearing

of the Fermi level of the electodes, the use of cryogenic
temperatures is necessary in order to improve the resolution of
the resulting tunneling spectrum . In this way , we have observed
tunneling resonances in aluminum—aluminum oxide—aluminum
junctions .
This effect can be utilized in different ways . As a spectroscopic tool for chemical analysis it can give information on
the impurity content of the dielectric in the tunneling junction .

On the other hand , the enhanced non—linearities that result
when the junctions are cooled to cryogenic temperatures will
improve the performance on the MOM junctions as mixer elements .
Photoemission
The mechanism of detection of visible radiation by a thin
6
7
film MOM structure has been studied . The response of an
Al—A ].
203-Al junction was measured at various applied biases

(to 0.3v) under irradiation successeively by six of the visible

Ar laser lines.

After subtracting thermal effects, the response

at these optical frequencies was shown to arise from photoemission over the oxide ’s potential barrier , as previously

demons tra ted

i
i

quantum energies less than the barrier height , the detection

-

-

process is dominated by rectification due to the non-linear I-V

-_________________

j

in work on slow speed large area junctions . At

I

~

—

~~

4—

characteristics of electron tunneling across the junction.

Conc lus ion
The MOM point contact diode has made possible the extension
of microwave techniques into the near infrared . Printed versions
of these diodes promise to have a number of advantages over the
mechanical point contact diodes , including stability , reproducibility , ability to integrate antenna arrays . Much work remains
to be done in understanding the details of the electron tunneling
process and in searching for MOM combinations with enhanced nonlinearities.

The adoption of higher resolution microelectronic

teshniques can be expected to yield improved device performance
at the shorter wavelengths. These advances have opened the way to
the exciting new field of optical electronics .
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APPENDIX B

OPTICAL ELECTRONICS:
•

AN EXTENSION OF MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS

INTO THE FAR INFRARED AND INFRARED

Introduction

Radio and microwave electronics is the science
of electronic devices operating on the principles of alternating currents flowing through the device elements. It
includes the whole technology of classical electronics cornof vacuum tubes , solid state elements, lumped or
distributed elements, oscillators, amplifiers , etc.
The concepts of quantum electronics are entirely
different. Electrons resonating in atoms or molecules
define the device operating characteristics. These quantu.’n
mechanical principles are the basis of currently existing
maser oscillators and amplifiers , quantum counters , etc .
A circuit element will allow an a 1ternating circuit to flow through it only if its time constant is ~less
than or comparable with the period of the alternating fre-

quency curren t. The time constant is determined by the
element ’s ir.nerent speed and the RC time constant of the

lumped circuit to which it is coupled .

In most microwave

electronic circui ts, the overall size of the element and
its associated lumped circuit components must be less than
the waveleng th of signal(s) it is processing . This condition avoi~.is problems clue to phase shif ts wi ich can occur

over distances larger than a wavelength when ~current
through an elerncnt runs out of phase with respect to the
voltage wave . In the microwave rang 3 it is often possible
to distribute components over several wavelengths and
design passive elenents that periodically bring current in

-

-

—
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I

antenna .
It should be noted that the conductance across
the junction will normally present a somewhat higher resistance than the typical l00 0~2 antenna resistance.

Ca-

pacitance for the assumed 10 A thick oxide_yith relatively
small d i e l e c t r i c cons tan t w i l l be about 10 ~A (where
(Iim) is for example 0.01). Thus
_ i ~he time constant of
~
these junctions will be about 10
seconds . This is in
the range of a period of visible light. Obviously the
diode mount must be rigid and offer fine adjustment of
the pressure at the whisker tip. Later we will see that
t hes e same ex prcs s ion~ govern printed circuits with junctions formed by a s~ a1l metal extension overlapping an
original oxidized deposit.
-

Frequency Multiplication in the Infrared

The effect of non-linear junction characteristics may be seen to distort the current wave when a volt-

age sine wave is applied . This distortion expresses

itself as harmonics. For many applications the second
derivative will be the most important. In much of our
work higher order mixing is desirable since we mix two
laser signals and a microwave signal (often harmonics cf
these s i g n a l s) to obtain a beat signal . In this fashion
harmonics of stabilized klystrons have been used to measure the frequency of a far infrared HCN laser .3 This
• laser was in turn used to measure H,O at 1l8ijm~ and D20
at 84iim. ’ At the National Bureau of Standards the twelfth
harmonic of the HCN laser was beat against a 28iim water
vapor laser.’ This was used to measure CO laser lines ’
2
and finally a CO 2 harmonic was used to determine
CO laser
frequencies . Work at the Uational Bureau of Standards
has extended this work to the HeNe 3.39pm line’ and the
2~m Xe line .
~°

Laser Phase Locki~~
A major part of our work was on dcveloping techniques for producing a stable infrared frequency which
could be phase-locked to the frequency standard . In order
to compensate fQ !~ laser frequency fluctuations , a microwave sideband was added to the laser frequency in the
point contact diode and electrically tuned by moans of a
phase-locked frc:~ uency loop. 1
A harmonic of this stab~
ized froquer.cy can then serve as the frequency reference
in a subsequent step of the chain . In this way it is in
principle possible to transfer all of the accuracy of the
cesium standard to the near infrared region . In conjunction with laser froqut~ncy stabilization techniques like
those described below , it is possible to conceive of new
frequency standards of unsurpassed accuracy in the optical
or infrared region .
I.-

— sa—
•

The stabilization of CO 2 and N 20 lasers to the
center of the Uoppler profile of any of their transitions
is made possible by monitoring the narrow saturation dip
observed in 4.3-pm fluorescence from a low pressure ab- 1 2
sorber when a standing wave field is tuned to line center.
We have been stuuying these resonances with a view toward
achieving the narrow linewidth and high signal-to-noise
tatio necessary ror a stable frequency or wavelength
source. With the use of an expanded beam to reduce power
and transit time broadening effects , and a lar ge area
He—cooled Cu:Ge detector , widths of less than 100 kflz
(HWH ~ ) have been obtained with sicjnal—to—noise of ‘~2O0: 1
at a pressure of only 1/2 mTorr .~~
Sideband Reradiation at lOum
An experiment has been performed at MIT which
demonstrates conclusively that infrared currents do flow
in antenna structures and diodes . In this experiment, ’

the point contact diode is simultaneously irradiated with
monochromatic infrared radiation from a CO 2 laser and
microwaves f~ z.~m a V-band klystron . Currents across the
junction are induced at the applied infrared and microwave
frequencies and as a result of the non—linearities , currents will be generated at the sum and difference frequencies (first sidebands) and to a lesser extent at other
frequency combir .ations. The presence of currents at the
first side bands is demonstrated in the experiment by
heterod yne detec ting the radiation coming from the point
contact at the corresponding first sideband frequencies.
A detailed study showed that the amplitude of the currents
generated at the first sidebands has the same bias dependence as the rectified 10 urn laser radiation . Furthermore , this dependence is shown to be the second derivative
of the current with respect to the voltage as obtained
from the static I-V characteristic. This, in fact , is
expected if the same low frequency I-V characteristic dictates the performance at frequencies as high as the infrared.
Printed Z.ioc~as
“Printec diodes ” iiave also beer.rnac~~.13

On ~
transparen t substrate, the metallization areas are photolithographically d efined and chrome overlayed with nickel
is deposi ted . The nickel is oxidized in room air at room
temperature and ~ second deposition is performed of nic - i
~~
or gola on chr c~ e where the chrome contacts underlying
nickel oxide an:~ •~cts as a glue to hold the metallizaticn
to the substrate.

the nickel or gold enhances conduction.

$

Thi s forms the second half of the antenna structure and
slightl y overl:~ -~ the first dc~ osition th~ rcby form ing
the tunneling barrier diode . Co~nparing the antenna patterns at two HCN wavelengths shows that very considerable
d i f f e r e n c e s can exist over a small frequency range . These
____________________________________
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devices have the advantage over point contact diodes of
mechanical stability , reproducibility (in principle)

and potentially the capability of being deposited in an
array . It is possible to have arrays of several elements

coupled into a s i n g l e diode . Qne m o d i f i c a t i o n of the basic s t r u c t u r e consisted of coupling a microwave and infrared dipole with the MOM diode so that the structure would
be receptive to both frequencies. Mixing of a harmonic
of 70 GHz with the 337 urn HCN ~.ine to yield a bea t note
was accomplished by this means~~
We feel that one unique feature of this work is
realization that to function properly an infrared diode
must have an extremely small cross sectional area and an
extremely thin oxide. Tunneling resistance increases exponentially with dielectric thickness while capacitance
goes as the reciprocal of thickness. Thus the RC product

•

is minimized for the thinnest non porous oxide . -Bu t to

retain a reasonably hi gh resistance to avoid excessively
loa di n g the antenna , in these high speed junctions , the
area must also be small . It is ~ossib 1e to find naturally
grown oxides of the order of 10 A thick . Z~ickel and tungsten form such layers at room temperature in ordinary air.
Such layers can also be produced on other metals and they
can be stable.
•

Photoemission

The response mechanism of MOM diodes has been
shown to be quantum mechanical electron tunneling in the
rf , microwave , submillimeter and in the infrared . But
a d i f f e r e n t mecnanism dominates in the visible. This is
photoemission .

A study 1’ was made of an Al-A1 203-A1 junction
fabricated by vacuum deposition through a mechanical mask.
The response of this junction to the radiation of six of
the visible argon laser lines was measured as a function
of the applied bias voltage.

Spurious signals arising

from long time constant (>1 00 .isec) thermal effects were
subtracted (Fig . 1). The photoexnissive signal appears
across the junction as a voltage pulse with a rise and
decay time following that of the incident laser pulse.

This signal is observed only if the laser is focused at

the edge of the junction where the oxide is exposed . The
experimental r e s u l t s are all obtained with the power in
each o c ci ll a tin g line set at 20 mw as measured on a calibrated power m e t e r .

•

Photoernission occurs when the incident photon
energy is greater than the barrier height. In the absence
of bias it is known that ~he ti-4~t12 O 3 -Al b arrier has an
asymmetrical shape with the lower 5arrier height on the
side of the f i r s t deposited metal. ’’ When the rate of
elec tron excitation on either side of the barrier is the
-

-

-
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same , the net photocurrent would be zero unless the propagating electrons suffer collisions in the dielectric .

After a collision the presence of the intrinsic field
would favor the flow of electrons from the high side,

•,,

to the low side of the barrier. A net photocurrent would
also result from differing rates of elec tron exci ta tion
on either side of the barrier. It can be shown that the
~~ 2 for
is given by ‘
photocurrent , ~
•,
nh = A Chy
h
’
(hv - •2)>k t. ~nus the voltage aeveloped acr~ ss the junction , v~ , is the product of pnotocurrent and tunneling
impedance, Rd . Figure 2 displays the zero bias data of
Fig . 1. Here~~ ç is plotted against frequency and data
fit with a straight line is in excellent agreement with
the photoemissive nature of the process. Intersection

with the frequency axis of that straight line gives the
maxix~tum barrier height,
= 2.10 + 0.1ev .
~2
Inspection of the process shows that the photocurrent has a bias voltage dependence gi’ ”an by
= 1
+
~
~
0
in V h, where the slope, m, is proportional to hv h
~ slope ,
Whefl the experimen tally determined values for the
m , are plotted as a function of the frequency, they fall

on a straight line whose intersection with the frequency
axis should , a g a i n , give the value of the barrier height
•.,. A value ~~, = 2.12 ev is obtained in this manner in
ctose agreem ent with that reported above. Information
obtained by studying the same junction at radio frequencies utilizing Stratton tunneling theory,’’ can be used
to yield more inform ation on the barrier. The measured
slope of current responsivity (the ratio between the rectified current and the radiofroquency power incident on
the junction ) at zero bias of 2.65 volt 2 and the measured
junction impedance of 15 K~)make it possible to calculat
~
a barrier height of 2.1 eV and

a barrier thickness of 13A .
The value is in general agreement with experimental data ’
=

1.77 cv) obtained with a considerably thicker oxide

formed by a different oxidation procedure.
Inelastic Scattering

Non-linearitjes of metal—oxide—metal diodes at

room temperature can be satisfactoril y understood on the

basib of e l a s t i c t u n n e li n g of electrons across the potential barrier formed by the thin oxide layer. Although
less likely the tunneling electron can be inelastically
scattered by ir puritics existing in the oxide . As a re-

~
sult the
-j electron gives up SOi~e of its energy
and the im? ritv is excited to some vibrational 1c,el.
~
If the impurity
vibrational cn rjy is &.~~~~, the process
will only have an appreciable ~probability if the bias
voltaqe is eV b f l w o. As a r e s u l t it can be shown that
there is st~~. ~ ~ ~~ plot of ta~ co~.cuctancc versus biu
~
voltage , corresponding to a change in conductance of aDou
t
2
2
1%. The second derivative a 1/aV will consequently show
a resonantlike structure at a voltage eVa1~w0 with a width
on the order of kT.
tur
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•

A sm all area , high speed junction in which inelastic tunneling takes place, would show interesting
dispersive e f f e c t s at frequencies in the i n f r a r e d j u s t
above and below w~ . As a result the junction would present a voltage dependent reata~ ce at certain infrared frequencies. Such a nonlinear reactance could be utilized
in some types of parametric processes and devices could
be built, for example, a parametric subharnionic oscillator .
This requires integrating the device to some type of resonator at infrared frequencies. Rather than using a cavity
or a Fabry-Perot , smaller than a waveleng th struc tures
could be built that present a high enough Q to allow oscillations.
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Figure 1. Photoresponse of small area Al-A1 2O 3-A1 junction versus applied bias voltage at different wavelength
radiations. For (hv - ~2)’kT, (lw
•2 ) ~~ ~ph’ as shown
in Fig . 2.
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Figure 2. Fowler plot of zero bias data from Fig . 1.
Square root of the response vo l tage is plotted against
photon energy and best straight line is drawn through
the data. The zero response value is the barrier height.
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The response to visible radiation of a small area
thin film metal-oxide-metal (MOM) structure as well as that
•

of a mechanical metal-to-meta l point contact diode , has been
U 4 ) For these, different possible
previously reported .
mechanisms have been discussed , including optical rectif ication due to the nonlinear character of the electron tunneling process; this rectification process would be similar
to that occurring at the infrared and the lower frequencies .
This letter gives the results of an experiment in a high
speed (small area ) thin film deposited junction which shows
that the response to optical frequencies arises from photoemission over the oxide ’s ~otentia1 barrier and has the same
origin as that observed sometime ago in a slow speed , large
area junction.

At lower frequencies , however , the mecha-

nism is shown to arise from a rectification process dictated
by the nonlinear I-V characteristic due to electron tunneling
across the junction. This letter also gives new information
on th. photoemission process , not previously reported .
In the experiment , the response of the MOM junction
at room temperature to the visible radiation obtained from
an argon laser is studied as a function of a bias voltage
applied to the junction and the frequency of the incident
radiation .
•

Nine different lines of the argon laser rang0

ing from 4579Ato 5l45A are used . The measurement technique

adopted in the ex perimen t discr imina tes aga ins t s pur iou s

_
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signals appearing across the junction due to thermal effects
which have a long time constant (exceeding about 100 Usec).
The results are then compared to the rectification of a

r ad io fre qu ency s ig nal o bs erve d in the same junc tion versus
a bias voltage . The barrier parameters obtained from photoemission theory applied to the visible radiation response
are found to be in excellent agreement with the parameters
obtained from electron tunneling giving rise to the nonlinear
I—V characteristic responsible for the rectification of the

radiofrequency signal.
The studies are made in an Al-A1 0 -A1 evaporated junc2 3
,
fabricated
by
vacuum
deposition
through
a mechanical mask.
tion
0

An Al stric 20u wide and 1000A thick is first deoosited
arid , after oxidation by exposure to am bient atmosphere for a

a few minutes, a similar Al strip is deposited forming with
the first one a cross-like structure . The resulting impedance
(6 )
is in the kJL, range .
In the experiment th~ ou tpu t of the argon laser
oscillating in a single line is focused onto the junction with
a spot size of 5 microns .

A mechanical chopper placed at the

focus of two equa l achromatic confocal lenses generates
60 usec pulses with a rise time of 2 usec and a duty cycle
of about 20.

The voltage appearing on the junction due to

the laser pulse is averaged with a boxcar integrator at t’~o
times during the oulse and extrapolated back to th. beginnin g
of

t he

p u ls e

.

In this way the signal across the j u n c t i o n due

to the slow laser-induced thermal. e f f e c t s are subtracted .

—~~
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thermal signal originates from a bolometric process which
is nearly proportional to the b~.as voltage across the junc•

tion. In fact, this signal becomes dominant and larger than
the photoemissive signal for bias voltages exceeding about
.1 volt.
The photoeznissive sigr-al appears across the junction
as a voltage pulse with a rise and decay time following that
of the incident laser pulse.

This signal is observed only

if the laser is focused at the edge of the junction where
the oxide is exposed . The slow bolometric effect , howev er ,
is observed as long as the laser is focused on the junction
or anywhere within a few microns of the junction.

This

effect is due to heating of the junction causing a decrease
of the tunneling impedance .

This observation is in gene—

ral agreement with the types of signals reported in Ref . 1.
•

The experimental results reported below for six different laser lines are all obtained with the power in each
oscillating laser line attenuated to the same power level ,
20 mw , as measured with a calibrated power meter .
The experimental results are presented in Fig . la

where the de tec ted vol tage , v3, is plotted for a given frequency , as a function of the bias voltage . This family of
curves also gives the response versus the frequency at
various bias voltages , Vb, and con tains informa tion on the

,
-

I

mechanism occurring in the junction .
•

—

---~~~~~~~~~

—
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The photoemission process occur s when the incident
photon energy is higher than the barrier height.

In this

case the electrons in the metal ’ on each side of the barrier
are excited to an energy above the top of the barrier .

The

excited electrons can then propagate across the barrier in
either direction.

Consider first the photoemission process

in the absence of an applied bias voltage. For an Al-Al 203-Al
ju~iction , it is known that the barrier has an asymetrica l

shape with the lower barrier height on the side of the first

deposited metal (see barrier shape in Fig. ~~~~~
It is
also known that for the case where the rate of electron excitation on either side of the barrier is the same , the net
photocurrent would be zero unless the propagating electrons
suffer collisions in the dielectric . After a collision the
presence of the intrinsic field would favor the flow of
electrons from the high side to the low side of the barrier .
It is also to be noted that a net photocurrent would result
if the rate of electron excitation differs on either side
of the barrier . For both cases it can be shown that the
photocurrent, 1 ’ is given by
A(h~)— - ~ 2 )2 . This forph
ph
~
mula hol d s when ~~~~ ~jir,kT. Accordingly , the voltage
developed across the junction, ~~5 , would be the product of
the photocurrent times the tunneling impedance , Rd .
(V

Figure lb displays the data in Fig . 1* for sero bias

b

•

0).

In this figure ,

‘iV

’

is plotted versus frequency .

The f i t of the data with a straight line is in excellent
--, I-—
—

----

-

-
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agreement with the photçemissive nature of the process.
The intersection with the frequency axis gives the maximum
barrier height

ç~ =

2.10 *0.1 eV

The above behavior is similar to that observed in
large area junctions in which the second deposited metal was

sufficiently thin to allow the applied radiation to penetrate
5
through the thickness of the metal . In that experiment~ ~
the measured maximum barrier height, ~~ , for an Al-A 1203-Al
junction was 1.77ev . The difference we attribute to different
oxidation procedure .
The slopes of the curves presented in Fig. la can
also be used to obtain a precise measure of the barrier
height ; it can be shown that in the presence of a small bias

voltage, the contribution to the net photocurrent from photoelectrons originated in side 1. (see Fig . 2) is changed while
that from side 2 remains essentially unaffected . As a result,
the photocurrent has a bias dependence that in the f i r s t
+ mV where
approximation is linear and given by tph
b
~o
in cC (h ~)-~ 2 ). Figure ic displays the slope, in , versus

as obtained from the data points given in Fig . la.

Notice

that the intersection with the frequency axis 9ives again a
measure of the barrier height

~

agreement with the above results .

2 12 i~D.1eV

in excellent

This eff e c t has not been

reported previously and is highly useful for determining
barrier height.

J
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The curva ture of the curves in Fig . la arises in
part from the decrease in the tunneling impedance as a function of current.

Furthermore , at higher voltages the lower-

ing of the b arrier height becomes an appreciable e f f e ct and
contributes to the observed curvatures . Inspection of the
data in Fig. la for large bias voltages is in general agree(8)
ment with this effect.
The response of a small area deposited metal—oxide—
metal junction to infrared radiation has recently been
observed and shown to be the same as the response obtained
in the far infrared , microwaves or the radiofrequency re—
9
gions .
~ ~ This arises from the rectification process pre-

dicted by the nonlinear I-V characteristic of the junction.
For a

junc tion of th . dimensions used in this

experimen t , the capacitance is sufficiently low to allow
appreciable coupl ing of the junction to a radiofrequency or
microwave signal . The curren t responsivity ,
the ratio between the rectified current,

,

defined as

and the radio-

frequency power , P, coupled to the junction C

~

~
determined by th• local value of the second derivative of

the junction ’s I-V characteristic at the point of operation

1A
(~~
where Rd . junc tion ’s resis tance) . Figure
~
3 , therefore , displays th. current responsivity versus the

L

~~~~~

—
-
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applied bias voltacje, Vb . For the above junction , the meas1&for Vb - 0 is 0.087 vo~.t
impedanc e of R - l5kA.
sured

1
for a measured junction

In the same manner that has been shown for mechanical
UO)
, it is possible to
metal—to—met al point contact diodes

obtain the potential barrier parameters from the above measure-

ments by direct application of the results of the electron
7
tunneling theory. It can be shown~ ~ and is in agreement .zith the
experimental results that for small bias voltages the junction ’s responsivity has a linear dependence on the bias volt-

(V
)1’u~~.From Fig . 3 we find that u =
age given by
~~ 1.3~ ~~~
2
2.65 volt . From the tunneling theory U and R are found to
d
be functions of the average barrier height ,
and thickness ,
~~
t
and ~~~~~~~~
L given by u = _ .~ (
~,
,~),me junction ’s
$/~.f;
)
•area , a , is given in (microns 2 ) , R in ohms and S is a dirnend
sionless parameter given by S = l.02L ’~(
with L in angstroms
~
in electron volts . Solution of the above equations
~~
using our measured values: U— 2.65 volt 2 and R
15k1L.
d
gives:
— 2.1eV and L — 13A .
Note the agreement between
~~
this value of the barrier height and that obtained from measurement at optical frequencies .
The above agreement between the measured values of
the barrier height is a striking demonstration that the same
potential barrier that determines the properties of the junction at a radiofrequency also determines the behavior at
optical frequencies.

These pr ~ p .rties arise from related ,
thought d i f f e r e n t , types of quantum mechanica l processes .

-

•

-

•
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In the case where the frequency of the applied radiation is comparable to the barrier height, the contribution
to the photocurrent due to photon assisted tunneling can become quite important.

It can be shown that, even in the

present work in which

h

—

was about O.5eV the contribution

due to photoelectrons with energies below the top of the barrier amounts to 5 to 10% of the total photocurrent.

These

and other related details will be published separately .
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The tunneling conductance per unit area is G(T)

w here G0

=

G(T 0) and

barrier model.

x =

..

~~~~

—

~~~~~~~~

kT

=

G
0 ~~~

for a trapezoidal

For x 4< 1 (otherwise thermionic emission

would take place rather than tunneling ) we have that the
•

corresponding resistance depends on T as
_

for
and T

L
-

13

.i
~~~ ,

_

eV
~~=~~2

300°K we have x

so that if

=

.13 and

Aft

t~T — 70°K , then

~~~

_ f ~~L —

1M 5 X 1 ~ ”~~

~
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Ca) Photoresponse of small area A l—A 1 203-A l junction versus applied bias voltage at different wavelength
radiations . For ( h b

~

—

~2 )>>kT, ( h .

)uln
z hi

as shown in

(b). These points are taken from (a) at V = 0. (C) shows
b
the linear behavior of the slope of 1ph versus incident
photon energy around zero bias . This indicates that for small
applied bias voltage , the net change in the photocurrent is
a linear function of V b
~
Figure 2.

(a) Potential barrier shape at zero bias modeled

from a basic trapezoid.

Electrodes 1 and 2 are the first

and second deposited Al strips, respectively.

/2 is the
larger barrier potential as determined experimentally .
(b) Barrier altered by applied (positive) bias on electrode 1.

At T ‘~~0°K , the maximum photoexcited electron energy will be
above each Ferni~. level.

Figure 3.

Display of the current responsivity ,

,

versus

where ~
app lie d bias vol tage , V . By definition
b
is the radiofrequency power coupled to the diode and is given
by P

—

~~

!-

Therefore

.

=

and is determined

from the experiment by measuring the coupled ra&ofrequency

vol tage , fLç f
vol tage , A/.

,

(r.m.a. value) and the resulting rectified

.
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APPENDIX

D

P

OPTICAL ELECTRONICS , EXTENSION OF MICROWAVE TECHN IQUES INTO THE

OPTICAL REGION

Infrared diode work began some ten years ago wi th point contact
MOM junctions . These were used as harmonic generators and mixers ,

often of fairly high order. They have even been used in stabilized
harmonic generator chains through 2 tim ) Such devices can form the
basis of active far Infrared (FIR) elements and circuits for reradiation

of laser s i de bands , signal processing in this region of the spectrum
and studying extremely short pulse phenomena . Recently work has been
done on MOM devices evaporated through masks or photolithographically
defined . I will show you why small area devices are essential to extending the operating frequency and how such devices can perform active circuit
functions in the FIR and perhaps someday on in to the visible; already
MOM

diodes are responding non-thermally to visible radiation . A

study

we are just completing shows that a point contact MOM behaves according
to classica l antenna theory in the FIR. Some of our latest work is
described on printing MOM circuits for a real time holographic array .
The MOM devices operate by nonlinearities in their conductance ,which
must be the order Of the signal source (the antenna at about lOOcl). This
junction is then shunted by its own capacitance which restriicts its high
frequency operation. Junction conductance decreases exponentially with
-

thickness while capacitance goes as the reciprocal; hence the thinnest

‘

-

junction must have the most favorable conductance capacitance ratio. A

n
:. ~~~ .

a

;~~

junction wi th barrier thickness about the typical 10 A

would

have resis-
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-

tance of 102 z /A (A in pm 2)requiring about 1 im 2 to match the typi cal
~
~
antenna/resistance. Orders of magnitude change in the area can be compensated for by small changes in barrier thickness to maintain junction
impedance comparabl e to the antenna resistance (100

~

) while adjusting

the capacitance. The response time would then be given by RC
(A in pm ~)

=

i0~~2 A.

We have considered several FIR functional circuits; these have not

yet been built. However , fabrication would require two successive photolithogra phica lly defined metalizations . The first capable of forming
and supporting a stable barrier l ayer about 10 A thick and the second
of adhering to the substrate and making good contact to the barrier l ayer.
One circu it usable as a parametric subharmonic generator might consist of

a circle half ma de o f each metai , overlapping at one intersection to
form

a small area MOM diode and at the other a large area ohmic contact.

Inherent inductance and capacitance of this circuit and junction can make
It resonant in the FIR. With appropriate input driving signal and bias
leads and a real izable junction nonlinearity , a

Q

of 5 would be adequate

to cause oscillation at half the signal frequency.
Some particularly interesting recent work has been with high speed
deposited negative resistance junctions formed by evaporating a narrow
lead stripe on tin wi th a thin surface oxidation.-

This junction is

cooled to about 2°K where both metals are superconducting and i rradiated
wit h

a focused argon laser)beam; definite non-thermal response was observed .

Responses of lead on aluminum junctions were observed , again at 2°K
(aluminum above Its superconducting transition). The response to X-band

• ~~~

0

and 5145 A argon laser radiation was very similar showing peaks in exactly

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-

—

-
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the same locat ions . The principal structural response occurs at dc bias voltage
less than 20 my and is due to the superconducting transition and photon scattering in the lead film.
A theoretical analysis

2

of the MOM antenna/diode as a detector of micro-

wave and Infrared radiation is being conducted and FIR experiments evaluated
to examine the consistency of the theory. The antenna is coupled directl y into
used to represent
3
the System of the antenna and its coupl ing to the diode . A Stratton tunnelthe diode . An equivalent circuit is

Ing model represents the nonlinear character of the junction. Detector performance is shown to obey experimentally verified laws and determine an optimum
junction thickness and area for each frequency. It is shown that the detectivity at room temperature can be as high as 1010 watts~ Hz~~a t frequenc i es o f
Hz in the infrared .Experimenta l results show that for small focusing

angles , 8

= D/f (where f = 12.7 cm In this case), the e fficienc y ;7 is
0
~
(see Fig. 1) consistent with the concept of effective
proportional to
~~
aperture. The proportionality constant (at 337,m wavelength) agrees within

a factor Of two with that expected from our theory; this discrepancy may be
caused by uncertainty in the calorimetric laser power measurement. As the
focusing angle Is increased to the width of the major radiation lobe , the
coupling efficiency saturates to about 3%, in agreement again with the theory .
Different antenna lengths give proportionally different coupl i ng efficiencies
for small focusing angles and the same saturated value for larger angles.
To confirm that tPeFIR detection arises from the same mechanism as that
for rf detection (i.e. rectification), we checked , using a balancing

technique,

that the same detected voltage comes from an rf signal as from a preadjusted
fr signal , as the bl4s is increased up to about 100 mY .
This balancing technique has been applied to the study of the type of
printed diodes integrated to an antenna described in Ref. 4. Preliminary
-

.
-

-

.

I

-
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results show that sonic structures have coupl ing efficiencies as high as 2

0~~

or 3% , comparable to that of the mechanical point contact diode . This
•

technique is ap plicable regardless of the nature of the rectification mechanism
as long as it is the same at rf and ir frequencies. For example , we have also
fabricated antenna structures where the detecting element is an evaporated
micron-sized , thin-film wire without a junction . A weak bolometric response ,

w i th the same bias dependence , was observed at both frequencies and the best
coupl ing efficiency was found to be around 1%.
We have studied the behavior of the point contact diode nonlinearities
by observing the bias dependence of the rectified signal when a known amount
of rf power is coupled to the diode. These results can be compared with the
predications of the tunnel ing model . Values for the barrier parameters are
found to be reasonable.
The diode ’s I—V characteristic up to third order can be expressed as:
•

I=—

~

(V + mV 2 + n V 3 )

Then the rectified voltage , V r when an rf voltage V D coswtis coupled to these
~
diode nonl i nearities is given by
2
V r = ( m + 3n V b ).IP_
2
The experimental dependence of Y r
*

Ofl

shown in Fig. 2, can be approximated

by a straight line In the low bias region . We can then obtain for the 2 K-ohm
1 and n =
diode , m = .16 V
1.81 V 2.
These values for m and n , which are independent of the contact area , are
In general agreement with those obtained from the model assum i ng reasonable
values for the barrier parameters. From the tunnel ing model , we can express
the average potential , 00 , and thickness of barrier , L , as:

~~~
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•
II
.
0

.

L = 4

4/~~~’

Ln

324 R a

0

4/ 6n

_ _ _ _ _

/~~~~
tO2T
.1 im2 , we ca n then
~
0
10.3 A which are quite reasonable and change

By estimating the value of contact area as a
obtain •o

=

.65 ev and L

=

=

only 1ogar ~thmical ly with the estimated area . Furthermore , the value
of the asymmetry fac tor , .C, according to the theory Is given by
u m /

Th’
~

which , in the case of Fig. 2 , is equal to 0.29 and does not depend on
the estimated area .

As the resi stan ce of the diode is lowered by adjusting the pressure

of contact, the value for n decreases monotonically. For example; If
Rd

— 50 ohms we get n

1.39 so that

0.43 eV and I

—

~~~~~~

X.

At

these low values of I and •,.the WI.K.B. approx imation used in calcu~
lating the tunneling probability begins to lose its applicabili ty .

We have shown that in agreement with the theory, the zero bias respon(=m) , remains nearly constant as the resistance is varied over
sivity ,
~
two orders of magnitude. By studying the laser rectification as the
resistance of the diode , RD. relaxes ” continuously and slowly (presumably keepir.
~
the same asymmetry factor a ) from 10 to few thousand ohms, we were ab le to r
fit the result to the expressions
R
V r _ V 1’ D ) 2
0tR~ + R
D
A

Lv~ -

~• ,

•

with two adjustable parameters, V~ an d R (antenna resista nce).
A
_ , .
• . t • _ .._
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—
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•
•

A 2 x 2 array of antenna/diodes has been fabricated for ultimate use
as a real time holographic imagi ng array. This is now being evaluated as
Indiv idual Infrared rectifier/mixers. In operation , two infrared beams

differing by a microwave frequency will irradiate the array . F rom the

amplified dif ference frequency we can obtain relative phase information
Of the two signals. This provides the information required to define and
construct a real time hologram .
(1) D. A. Jennings , F. R. Peterson, K. M. Evenson , Appl . Phys. Letts. 26,

510 (1975).
(2) To be published.

(3) R. Stratton , J. Phys. Chem. Solids 23, 1177 (1962).
(4) J. Small , G. M. Elchinger , A. Javan , A. Sanchez , F. J. Bachner ,
D. 1. Smythe, Appl . Phys. Letts. 24, 275 (1 974).
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Figure 1. The antenna/ diode efficiency Is plotted as a function of Iris
diameter, D. It should be noted that saturation at high values of D comes

from a combination of approaching the beam diameter and exceeding the width

of the first lobe . The proportionality constant, .0035, is wi thin a factor
of two of the theoretical value.

Figure 2. The experimental dependence of V r on b Is presented . Diode re~
_i
sistance was measured as 2 Ki~and values of m = .16 V and n = 1.81 V~~

were calcu1ated from this plot .
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